On page 52 of the textbook, under the heading - *Simplify Words, Sentences and Paragraphs*, what is the five word title to George Orwell’s classic commentary *(it’s in quotes)*
Race, sex and age

Don’t refer to someone’s race, sex and/or age unless it’s vital to the story

Don’t do this

“The female firefighter helped battle the blaze just as skillfully as if she were a man.”

“This is OK

“Kathy Peterson, the department’s first female firefighter, received the department’s highest award.”
Refer to people properly

Boy < 18 years old
Girls < 18 years old

Men, women > 18 years old

Todd story
Textbook: Pg 67
Section I: Avoiding sexist titles and terms

Let’s look at these together
Remaining objective
Section VI (pg. 72)

Let's take a look
Problem for many writers
Rewrite the sentences

Section IV: Simplifying Sentences
Page 70

Section VII: Testing All Your Skills
Page 72